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Abstract

General visualization recommendation systems typically make design decisions of the dataset automatically. However, these systems are only able to prune meaningless visualizations but fail to recommend targeted results. In this paper, we contributed TaskVis, a task-oriented visualization recommendation approach with detailed modeling of the user’s analysis task. We first summarized a task base with 18 analysis tasks by a survey both in academia and industry. On this basis, we further maintained a rule base, which extends empirical wisdom with our targeted modeling of analysis tasks. Inspired by Draco, we enumerated candidate visualizations through answer set programming. After visualization generation, TaskVis supports four ranking schemes according to the complexity of charts, coverage of the user’s interested columns and tasks. In two user studies, we found that TaskVis can well reflect the user’s preferences and strike a great balance between automation and the user’s intent.

CCS Concepts

• Human-centered computing → Information visualization; • Information systems → Data analytics;

1. Introduction

Visualization recommendation (VisRec) has attracted much attention both in academia and industry [QLTL20, ZSJ20]. Early works represented by APT [Mac86] leverage predefined rules to prune large search space. The rules in the community increase iteratively as subsequent works embody the previous works and produce new rules. Voyager [WMA∗18], Show me [MHS07], and Profiler [KPP∗12] all made contributions. On top of these works, Moritz et al. [MWN∗19] proposed a formal framework Draco that models visualization design knowledge as a collection of Answer Set Programming (ASP) constraints. Recently, learning-based systems like DeepEye [LQTL18], Data2Vis [DD19], Draco-Learn [MWN∗19] and VizML [HBL∗19] can learn from existing well-designed examples to train models for VisRec.

Previous studies have documented that the effectiveness of a visualization largely depends on the user’s analysis tasks [SED19, RAW∗16, BM13, BBK∗18]. However, most of the existing systems lack detailed modeling of analysis tasks, so they are only able to prune meaningless visualizations but fail to recommend targeted results. Even if some works have taken analysis tasks into account, the comprehensiveness and depth are still insufficient. For example, Moritz et al. [MWN∗19] only grouped tasks into two categories: value tasks and summary tasks. NL4DV [NSS21] only integrates five types of low-level analytic tasks into VisRec system. In response to the aforementioned problem, we proposed a task-oriented VisRec approach, TaskVis. In details, our contributions are: we summarized a task base of 18 classical low-level analysis tasks with their appropriate chart types by a survey both in academia and industry. On this basis, we further maintained a rule base, which extends empirical wisdom with our targeted modeling of analysis tasks. We also realized a task-oriented recommendation engine that supports four ranking schemes. And two human-subjects experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of TaskVis.

2. TaskVis Overview

The outline of TaskVis is shown in Figure 1. Users can enter optional interested columns and analysis tasks chosen from task base at will. No input is also allowed. The preprocess module later extracts data features (e.g., data type and cardinality) automatically, and user intervention is allowed here as the data type may be ambiguous in some scenarios. After preprocessing, the extracted data features together with the user’s inputs are sent to the visualization generation module. Conversion to ASP constraints is a premise to make input available for Clingo, which is an ASP system to solve logic programs. Apart from the user’s input, a rule base is the core of TaskVis and also should be sent into Clingo. All enumerated candidate visualizations in ASP constraints are transformed into Vega-Lite [SMWH17] specification at the end of visualization generation stage. In the visualization ranking phase, if the visualization generation module has processed multi-tasks, the Vega-Lite list output should be de-duplicated first. After that, each Vega-Lite list is presented to users, where each chart in the list is an independent recommendation result.
3. Task base

We maintain a task base extracted from three parts: (a) **Empirical academic studies:** A large body of early works paid attention to the effectiveness of visualization types for a selected task, either special for a particular chart type or comprehensive evaluation. (b) **Guides summarized on visualization practices:** Various industries such as newspaper, finance, geography, and engineering have a strong requirement for visualization, rich practical experience has also been accumulated in the development of the industry. (c) **Customized tasks:** Apart from common tasks that have been widely analyzed, the task base also contains some others that we consider meaningful, such as error range. Referring to the methodology in [SG18], we summarized 18 classical analysis tasks and their suitable chart types as shown in Table 1. It should be noted that we only list representative references in the table as they have embodied most of other works.

4. Visualization Generation

VisRec systems need to enumerate all possible visualizations first and then make recommendations [QLT20]. The entire search space for the VisRec problem is huge. Fortunately, there are many rules either from users or traditional wisdom to prune meaningless visualizations. However, if all these rules are implemented in code with branch structure, it would be very complicated to manage. Inspired by Draco [MWN19], we leverage Answer Set Programming (ASP) to construct design rules in a unified and extensible form. ASP is a declarative programming paradigm based on logic programs and their answer sets. It provides a simple yet powerful modeling language to solve combinatorial problems. TaskVis integrates Clingo [C] software to solve the logic programs. We also extend empirical wisdom with our targeted modeling of analysis tasks to maintain a rule base, which consists of three parts: (1) **Empirical wisdom:** Thanks to Draco [MWN19], which produced the Draco knowledge base as answer set programs. It embodies prior researches such as APT [Mac86]. The knowledge base includes the declaration of domains to visualization attributes, definition of search space, various constraints to restrict the search space, and output specification. (2) **Customized rules for task:** After summarizing a task base in Section 3, we first formulate rules about the marks suitable for each task, and then generate separate rules based on the characteristics of each task. (3) **User partial specification:** TaskVis allows users to input partial specifications which includes interested columns and tasks. It helps to restrict the search space within well-formed specifications of users’ interests. Recall Figure 1, after transforming to ASP programs, users’ input along with rule base are sent into Clingo. Clingo outputs all meaningful candidate visualizations.

5. Visualization Ranking

Inspired by GraphScape [KWHH17] which leverages linear programs to derive transition costs via a partial ordering of visualization components, we also generate a cost map to measure the complexity of different components. In details, we extend GraphScape with the supplement and subdivision of visualization components. For a chart, we define cost score as the sum of corresponding cost values of different components. The lower cost score means the visualization is less complex. After obtaining the cost score of each chart, four rank schemes are designed as follows:

- **(R1) Complexity-based ranking:** This rank scheme sorts visualizations by the chart’s cost score from low to high. According to our scoring methodology, the lower the cost score, the easier to understand the chart, which is in line with people’s habit of observing charts. This scheme is suitable for most analysis tasks, such as characterize distribution, cluster, correlate etc.
Table 1: Task base. Mark column lists suitable marks, where the rank has priority, (*) indicates the combination of marks, e.g. rect(text) means a text layer is superimposed on rect chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Over Time</td>
<td>line/area</td>
<td>Analyze how the data changes over time series</td>
<td>[Rib, CHA, SS, MR, SR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterize Distribution</td>
<td>bar/point</td>
<td>Characterize the distribution of the data over the set</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, Rib, CHA, SS, Abe, Ana, NSS21, SG18, WSZ*20, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>bar/point</td>
<td>Find clusters of similar attribute values</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, CHA, SSX*19, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>line/point/bar</td>
<td>Give emphasis to comparison on different entities</td>
<td>[Rib, MR, Abe, Ana, SR, SG18, KH18, WSZ<em>20, HGH</em>19, HOH18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Derived Value</td>
<td>rect(text)/arc/bar</td>
<td>Compute aggregated or binned numeric derived value</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, WSZ*20, HOH18, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlate</td>
<td>bar/line</td>
<td>Determine useful relationships between the columns</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, Rib, CHA, SS, Abe, Ana, SR, NSS21, SG18, SSX<em>19, WSZ</em>20, HGH18, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine Range</td>
<td>tick/boxplot</td>
<td>Find the span of values within the set</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, Rib, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation</td>
<td>bar(rule)/point(rule)</td>
<td>Compare data with certain value like zero or mean</td>
<td>[SS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Range</td>
<td>errorband/errorbar</td>
<td>Summarizes an error range of quantitative values</td>
<td>[CG14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>rect/bar/arc</td>
<td>Find data cases satisfying the given constraints</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, NSS21, WSZ*20, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find Anomalies</td>
<td>bar/point</td>
<td>Identify any anomalies within the dataset</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, SG18, SSX<em>19, WSZ</em>20, HGH*19, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find Extremum</td>
<td>bar/point</td>
<td>Find extreme values of data attribute</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, KBH18, WSZ<em>20, HGH</em>19, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>arc/bar</td>
<td>Show relative or absolute size comparisons</td>
<td>[Rib, SS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part to Whole</td>
<td>arc</td>
<td>Show component elements of a single entity</td>
<td>[Rib, SS, Abe, Ana, SR, WSZ*20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve Value</td>
<td>rect(text)</td>
<td>Find values of columns</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, CHA, MR, NSS21, KBH18, WSZ<em>20, HGH</em>19, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>Rank data according to some ordinal metric</td>
<td>[AES05, SED19, KBH18, WSZ*20, SDES19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>geoshape/circle(text)</td>
<td>Show spatial data like latitude and longitude</td>
<td>[Rib, CHA, SS, MR, SR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>Use regression or loess to show the variation trend</td>
<td>[Ana, WSZ*20, HOH18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- (R2) Reverse-complexity-based ranking: We first adopt the unsupervised algorithm DBSCAN to cluster all the results into several categories, where visualizations in one category are similar. Then the visualizations are ranked by group according to the mean cost score in each category from high to low while maintaining the partial rankings within the category. The scheme is appropriate for tasks like spatial, sort, and determine range as these charts are relatively simple, charts with high cost score can present more information while humans can easily perceive.

- (R3) Interested-columns-based ranking: We believe that users expect a chart to display as many columns of interest as possible. So if a chart fails to show all the user’s interested columns, we will assign a penalty. The new cost score will be: \( \text{cost score} = \frac{1}{N1/N2} \), where \( N1 \) is the number of columns included in a chart, and \( N2 \) is the number of users’ interested columns. Visualizations are later sorted by R1 scheme. This scheme fits some comprehensive tasks like magnitude and find anomalies.

- (R4) Tasks-coverage-based ranking: For multiple tasks, we believe that if a chart is an overlap of multiple tasks’ VisRec list, it must have universal meaning and should be ranked in the forefront. We define task coverage number for each chart as the number of tasks that are applicable to this chart. All charts are first ranked by task coverage number, and those with the same task coverage number are later partially ranked by the cost score.

Back to Figure 1, in (D), users are allowed to select the four rank schemes freely. (E) is a VisRec list. We also recommend the rank scheme for each task as default based on the aforementioned material in Section 3.

6. Use Cases

We now illustrate the recommendation capabilities of TaskVis in specific scenarios.

Cars: Now suppose that we are exploring a dataset of cars [CAR] with different types of columns. Various analysis tasks can be explored in this dataset. Illustrate with examples, Figure 2 lists representative results ranked in the forefront for each task. The range of displacement with different cylinders can be clearly observed with boxplot chart in determine range task. The pie chart in part to whole task reveals how the dataset can be divided into three components (Europe, Japan, and USA). Due to layout restrictions, we just show some representative charts here, complete results can be found in the supplemental material, and similarly hereinafter.

COVID-19: Imagine that we are exploring the COVID-19 dataset of U.S. [DDG20], which contains the number of daily confirmed and dead cases from Jan. to Sept. 2020. For this dataset, we may be interested in the geographical distribution of deaths. The representative recommendations in spatial task are shown in Fig-
Figure 2: Recommendations with cars dataset. Here lists representative results ranked in the forefront for each task with default rank scheme.

Figure 3: Representative VisRec examples of COVID-19 dataset in spatial task.

Figure 4: Representative VisRec examples of COVID-19 dataset in change over time task.

7. Evaluation

We conducted two user studies to evaluate TaskVis’s ability of recommending targeted charts for tasks. We received effective feedbacks from 22 participants. In the first experiment, we finally collected 6249 valid cases where only 5.17% cases indicated that participants thought TaskVis’s recommendations cannot reflect the analysis task at all. In the second experiment, we found that TaskVis could well reflect users’ preferences. In general, TaskVis is capable of recommending targeted charts that related to users’ tasks, striking a great balance between automation and the user’s intent. More details of the user study can be found in the supplemental material.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present TaskVis, a task-oriented visualization recommendation approach. TaskVis improves the existing technologies by correlating recommendations with the user’s analysis tasks. Yet, it is still in the early stage of VisRec. In the future, we will make deeper modeling of tasks. On this basis, extracting richer data properties, integrating semantics information, and designing natural language interface will be considered.
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